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Deception and Distance in Beroul's
Tristan : a Reconsideration
by
Norri J . Lacy
University of Kan as

Some years ago, I suggested that the irony and the pervasive equivocations
that haracterize the text of Beroul's Tristan have the effect of precluding, on
the narrator' part, an implicit ethical endor ement of the character . Although
that is still my view, I went on, perhaps too incautiously, to question Beroul'
narrative reliability. 1 Considering the importance of uch matters for our
understanding of Beroul's art, it i not inappropriate to reconsider this problem . In fact , I think it reasonable now to begin with the assertion that, although
hi work i full of ambiguities, ironies, and tricks, Beroul' narrator never
deceive his readers. The reliability of ign and persons within his work but not that of the narrator himself-is open to question. We may not be able
10 tru t hi characters, but we can trust him. If the definition of narrative postures in the Tristan is more difficult than it may appear at first reading, one
explanation is that the irony located within the n·arrative i trong enough to
contaminate our perception of the narration. A re-examination of the subject
will require a di cussion of both theme and technique, or distance created
within the text and of distance-or the lack of it- eparating the narrator from
hi text and reader.
As a point of departure, we may profitably choose the subject of deceit,
which erve Beroul both as a major theme and as a structuring device, and
which also provides a prime source of irony within the romance. Of course, to
say that Beroul' Tristan is based on the notion of deception is LO say nothing
that is not patently obvious. The lovers' succes in conducting an adulterou
relation hip obviou ly depends on their success in concealing it from Mark and
in convincing him that his periodic suspicion are without foundation; for
them, it i a practi cal neces ity.
However, the theme of deception goes much further than the motivation
imposed on Tristan and Isolde by their love and their relationship to lark.
Fir t of all, they clearly take an almo t malicious pleasure in deceit for it own
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ake-a point to which I shall return . Second, and more important, the very
world of this romance i constructed a round the illu ory nature of igns, that
i , of appearance and phenomena. In Beroul, phenomena are illusion, and
there is a systematic dislocation or result from preparation, or reality from
appearance. Through all this, the narrator manages to bring us into complicity
with him and cause us to view the story...'.but not it teller-with detachment
and keptici m. He create distance, but it is not the kind of distance that
should make us question him; it is ra ther a method by which Berou l brings into
sharper focus the elaborate web of deception woven by his character .
If Tristan and I olde find it necessary to mislead Mark and take con iderable pleasure in doing so in a most playful manner, they are al o exceedingly
resourceful in finding the mo t effective way to do so. Specifically, while they
often deceive him , they apparently savor the particular irony of doing it without actually lying to him. Instead, they manipulate event. in uch a way that
truth constitutes excu lpation, in uch a way that truth functions as falsehood.
When Mark is hiding in the tree, Isolde can say, quite truthfully, that she
ha never loved anyone except the man who had her virginity (vs . 20-25). 2
The statement is correct, but its referent is ambiguous . Mark, as a result, is
touched by her apparent fide lity to him and conscience-stricken by hi doubt .
Later, in the masterly scene or Isolde's judgment, much the ame thing happens, as she can wear, again truthfully , that only Mark and the leprou beggar
who carried her aero s the ford (and who is of cour e Tri tan in disguise) have
ever been between her legs {vs . 4195-4216). In that ection, she repeatedly
empha ize the beggar more than Mark, in a sort of inside joke he shares with
the reader, and also an illu tration of her desire to play this game to the hilt.
Her rather malicious playfulness (which eem 10 include various sexual
innuendoes; ee v . 3961 ff.) is matched fully by Tristan's, when, in chatting
with Mark, he point s out that he , Tristan, has been an outcast for three year
and that he caught his leprosy from a lady whose beauty was comparable to
Isolde's and who e hu band was a leper. In this short scene, Tristan manages
to refer obliquely to hi love for Isolde {a disease that ha indeed removed him
from society for three years) and to insult Mark without Mark's realizing it.
In these episodes, as I ugge ted, the referent is ambiguou {that is, the
signs are indeterminate, at least to the character in question), although in the
case of the equivocal oath, the lovers have to manipulate the events in such a
way as to create tha1 ambiguity. When Tristan invents the story of hi mistress
and her leper husband , 1he referent is clearly Mark himself, but Mark {no
more percep1ive than usual) mi e the point. Mark' problems are of his own
making , for he clearly wants to see thing a particular way, whether because of
love for both Isolde and Tristan, or fo r the sake of social and political stability, or from imple vanity. The importance of Mark for our read ing of the
work is considerable. He is often the narrator's "reflector" {the character
through who e eyes and mind event are filtered), and yet he is in many instances
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the only character who does not ee the truth . This situation-a cen ter or consciousness who consi tently lacks lucidity - is remarkable, and Beroul exploits
it fuUy . Once the King's frame of reference is based on the erroneous interpretation of signs, then the lovers have only to provide him with an opportunity.
Either ambiguity or imple prevarication will allow him to in!erpret events and
ign according to his preferences; and hi conclu ions are rarely correct.
In the forest, phenomena are consistently misinterpreted . Mark, even more
gullible here than usual, is easily convinced of the lovers' innocenc-e when he
finds them sleeping, separated only by the ultimate Freudian symbol, a naked
sword (see my "Irony and Distance," p. 24). The king chooses to see the sword
a a sign of innocence rather than a symbol of guilt. Significantly, when he
leave his own sword, glove, and ring with them to indicate his trust, they
im mediately interpret it as a sign of his doubt and anger; apparently they, no
less than Mark, can be deceived without great difficulty; they too are given to
mi in terpretation .
One of the crucial epi ode (for the lovers' future and for our interpretation) involve the waning of the love potion. Critics traditionally suggest that
in Thomas, the potion is a symbol of a nascent love, whereas in Beroul's version primitive it is the literal cause. In addition, we know that it has a specific
time limit; when that limit passes and Beroul announces its expiration to u ,
the power of the potion wanes, and the lovers suddenly see matter in a new
light. But in fact, the waning of the spell's power does not work as we might
expect, for they clearly do not stop loving each other. Un less we are wary here,
we are likely to be the ones deceived in this episode, because the author tells us
that Tristan se repent (v . 2160). Moreover, there i undeniably a change in the
direction of the narrative, but it i hardly the one we may anticipate. The waning of the potion bring the couple some insight and regret, but it does not end
their love. In fact, not only do they continue to love each other, but they do
not even regret their love, only its unfortunate physical, social, political, and
(e pecially) economic effects (see vss . 216 1 ff.).
But if Tristan and Isolde continue to love each other, they at least find in
the potion a rea on for that love. As Mark has misconstrued the meaning or a
symbol (the sword), they al o take the symbol of their love (the potion) to be
it cause. It i instead an alibi for their love, an explanation which they can
provide to them elve and the readers (many of whom have accepted it), but
clearly, it is not the cause, since the waning of its power does not end their
love. Beroul does not mi interpret events and mi slead the reader- but the
lovers do, whether intentionally or not. Instead of lying to us, the narrator
very explici tly teUs the truth; we mu t imply be very carefu l reader . The
potion's waning produce decided changes, but one of them is not the di sappearance of their love.
In certain epi odes, even those not specifica lly constructed on deceptions,
there is nonetheless a narrative di location of some sort, in which a narrative
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preparation either produces an unexpected re.suit or produces an expected
re ult in unanticipated fa hion . This is a kind of ub- yscem related 10 the
misinterpretation of lies as truth, of one truth as another, of symbo lism a its
opposite.
In one cene, that of the flour pread on the floor by Frocin (v . 643 ff.),
no doubt, no misreading of signs, is possible, even by Mark. The lovers' sin is
entirely obviou here , and even they make no effort 10 deny it. Yet the trap et
by the dwarf is only indirectly or accidentally their undoing; Tristan evades the
trap by (literally) jumping into Isolde's bed , thereby leaving no footpr ints.
Had the episode ended there, the flour would have served as evidence of innocence ra ther than guilt. It i instead the blood from hi wound that give them
away, as it drips both on the bed and into the flour . The dwarfs intent is
accompli hed, but not by the mean he intend : the narrative di rection of the
episode is deflected from its anticipated trajectory, and the irony of their being
caught while actually evading the trap set for them i no Jes triking than their
success, in other episodes, in escapi ng detection entirely.
Related episodes occur el ewhere. There is, for example, the scene in which
the hateful dwarf is finally killed by Ma rk, but not for the reasons we might
ex pect. Frocin's resentment of Tristan might serve as adequate motivation for
Mark , when the latter wishes to believe only the best of his wife and nephew.
Yet, the kill ing is motivated otherwise: the King learns that Frocin ha revealed
the fact that he (Mark) has orelles de cheval (vs. 1334). The King's rather
strange trait , unnoted unti l now, i unrelated to the rest of the story, and it is
of no narrative consequence. Moreover , Mark appears not even to be shamed
by the revelation . When he learn s of it, he laughs, kills the dwarf without
pream ble (v . 1347) , and immed iately forget the incident.
A natural corollary o f this illusory universe is a certain flexibility and
upplenes (at times incon istency) of narrative method . In thi regard , Berou l
is systematically unsyst ematic. Not only does his method exclude his reader
from his targets for deceit, but it may often call for him 10 have us prepared
far beuer than hi s characters. He often takes his reader into hi confidence,
a nd even here his technique is extraordinarily supple. Either logic or the narrative direction of the work may seem to point toward particular developments ,
and then something else - often the opposite- happens. Sometime , however,
an osten ible deception is shown 10 be no deception at all, but rather a method
used by Berou l to inform and prepare hi s reader for the truth . Before Tristan
leaps from the chapel , Beroul com ments , with a verbal "wink" at his reader,
tha t no one cou ld urvive such a jump (see v . 921-24). He announce th i
impossibility wi th an obvious irony that is fu lly as informati ve (in convincing
us of the oppo ite) a would have been a direct tatement. By as uring u that
Tri tan will not jump, he informs us that he will.
In many instances, the narrator announces events in advance, but in the
flour cene he wait to tell abou t the wound (vs. 3585) until that information i
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needed . A a re ult, what appear momenta rily 10 be succes ror Tri tan turn
out to be failu re (though, again, not for the reasons the dwarf anticipated).
But Beroul is not misleading us; he is simply reordering narrative co enhance
its effect, and that is far from unreliability. Simi larly, when the love potion's
power wanes, he does not deceive us; he simply withholds information about
the survival or their love until the unrolding or t he story reveals it co u . A rurther example of this technique is given in the preparation for the equivoca l
oath; Isolde ends specific in tructions to Tristan, and we know where he is 10
go and how he is 10 be attired. But the specific mean by which they will ave
I o lde are not divulged; we must wait for Lhe dramatizing of those events to
learn ju I what ha been planned ( ee vs . 3294 ff.) .
Despite the amb iguity or words and relationships in Beroul's lite rary world,
the na rrator himselr is remarkably unambiguou . Orten , the authoria l haping
of our response is quite open. The narrator is rarely hesitant si mply 10
announce the "truth ": he cha racteri zes Brangien as a "tricherresse" (vs. 5 I 9),
he condemns the dwarf's stupidity (1309), he expresses rear for the lovers and
condemn tho e who a re oppo ed to them, he frequent ly announce what is 10
happen later (see vs. 1310), and he speculates about the result if situations had
been different (e.g., 1808-09: ir Iso lde had been naked, disa ter wou ld have
befallen them) , etc. ln some of the e cases, Beroul intervenes to comment in
his own narrative voice; at other times, it is not a direct intervention, but
rather a matter-or-fact, impersonal piece or information. The latter is of
course a very effective method or authoria l commentary, preci ely because it
doe not require overt in trusion.
In this regard, the felons (the lovers' enemies at court) provide an excellent
illustration of Beroul's technique. He creates, indeed posits, a universe where,
despite their truthfolness, the "felons" are "felons" for no reason other than
that the narrator says so, and where Tristan and Isolde are 10 be admi red as
well a pitied, imply because the narrator woul d have it o. This is not irony
or unreliable narration: there is no revealing disparity between textual presuppositions and narrative presentation. Beroul neither expres ly mi lead u
nor compromise his narrator's reliability . We may - indeed , must - have
eriou reservat ions about Tristan and Isolde' narrative reliability a nd even
about Mark's, but not about Beroul's relationship with his reader.
The " felon ," who are judged accord ing to their motives rather than their
actions, are condemned for telling the truth; Tristan and Isolde consistent ly
lie, cheat, deceive, and relish it all, a nd they enjoy the narrator' favo r.
Beroul's method (which creates thoroughly unreliable and devious characters
who nonetheles manage to elicit the sympathy of mo t reader ) under tandably po es certain interpretive difficulties.
Under the circumstances, reader response Lo th is work-by either medieval
or modern readers-is likely to be very complex, personal, and inconsistent.' In
fact, the complexity or that response i.s related not to an ambiguous presentation
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of story by Beroul, nor even to a work which is ethically ambiguous, but rather
LO a situation where an apparent ethical ambigui ty may disguise the fact that
the ethical dimensions of the text, while contrary to traditional morality, are
quite explicit and absolute. Tristan and Isolde arc right, the "felons" are
wrong, and the method by which both those facts are established is simple
authorial fiat.
There is a con iderable difference between a narrator who intervenes on
occasion to comment on his characters (informing us, for example, that those
who tell the truth are evil) and one who constructs a fictional universe where,
regard less of their actions, their evil is simply posited, as one of the givens of
the work. In the former instance, we are likely lo question the narrator's reliability, for there is a (potential) conflict between the ethos of the work and narrative views. But when the narrator's views are simply stipulated, as part of the
fabric of the work, hi s presentation can be entirely consistent with the text's
ethos, even though lhe latter may well run counter to our own beliefs (or to
those of the time and ociety in which it was written). And in that instance,
readers who reject the narrator's view are rejecting the most basic premises of
the work itself; this may be a natural and human reaction (if we di approve of
ympathy for sinners), but it is not a literary one, deriving from and determined
by the text.
A potential problem for BerouJ's reader, thus, is a confu ion between
ambiguity or irony that is a narrative property of the work and that which i
part of a narrative method. Beroul is almost a textbook case in the consideration of such problems, all the more because of his humor and what Donald
Stone called the "fabliau" atmosphere that reigns within thfa romance about
adultery and treason.•
There is no lack of distance in the work, but it needs to be defined with
care. Distance can exi t on ei ther side of a text; that is, between narrator and
text or between text and reader. In Beroul's Tristan, it is the latter: irony,
which arises (as Booth reminds us') out of "any grotesque disparity between
word and word or word and deed ," abounds within this text, and the resultant
di Lance may well combat , to a degree, reader identification with the characters. On the other ide of the text, however, there is no corresponding distance.
The narrator expresse hi ympathy with hi s hero and heroine, he condemns
their enemies, and I find no reason to challenge either posture.
Problems of interpretation occur if we do not distinguish clearly enough
between author (or, as Booth and others would have it, "implied author") and
narrator. This is a distinction that is always theoretically present, but in many
texts the practical consequences of it are minimal. With Beroul, it is essential.
We may assume (or not) that the historical Beroul would not condone the
contraveni ng of morality and feudal relationships, but his narrator clearly
doe , and he does it, moreover, not merely by intervening periodically LO state
his endorsement of his heroes' behavior, but by constructing a literary univer e
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in which the approval of that behavior is implicit, consistent , and not open
to question .
These mailers are neither imple nor inconseq uent ia l, for they raise serious
problem co ncerning ethical criticism and narrative voice (specifically, the
separation of authorial and narratorial view ). Wha t Beroul, a twelfth-century
writer (or writer ) may have thought of Tri tan and I o lde, we can not know .
Wh at hi narrator thinks, on the other hand, is quite apparent. He offers an
unambiguou endorsement of their actions, and the reader who disagrees a nd
find Berou l unreliable may well be ubstitutin g his own pre uppo itions for
those of the narrator.

NOTES
I.
pecificaUy, I wro1e: " If 1hc author and reader are comple1ely ympathetic 10
Tri tan and I olde-Lha1 is, if we accep1 Beroul as a reliab le narrator, as one who
intend to be taken seriously- then we must reconcile the presentation of 1heir behavior
with the e1hical tenet of 1he period ." See my " Irony and Distance in Beroul's Tris/an,"
FR, 45, Special I ue, o. 3 (Fall , 1971), 28.
2. All references 10 Beroul's work are given parenthetically in my 1ex1 and are taken
from Beroul, l e Roman de Trislan, ed. Ernest Muret (Pari : Champion, 1962).
3. Although it is my conten1ion 1ha1 1he phenomena discussed in thi e say are part of
Beroul's design, it is clear 1ha1 1hc audience's role goes beyond a percep1ion of 1ho e
phenomena to an active participation in 1hem; accordingly, one mighl profitably treat
the ques1ions of deception a nd di s1ancc from tl1 e point of view of reader-respo nse critici m, 10 examine what Iser calls "the realiza1ion accomplished by 1he reader." See Wolfgang I er, The Implied Reader: Pal/ems in Communication in Prose Ficlion from
Bunyan 10 Beckel/ (Bahimore: The Johns Hopk ins Univ. Pre , 1974) , p. 274.
4. The character of the work is percep1ively descri bed by Stone as" ... the very real
world of fab liau psychology where ruse, di gui e, and overt pleasure in vengeance are
the fundamental elements of the action ." See " Reali m and the Real Berou l," l'Espri1
Cre01eur, 5, o . 4 (Winter 1965), 227.
5. The Rhe1oric of Fic1ion (Chicago: Uni versity of Chicago Press, 1961), p. 316.

